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The original proposal submitted called for an analysis 

of judicial behavior entitled: "Judicial Dilemma: Professionaliza-

tion vs. Bureaucra tiza tion" 0 rfhe intent was to determine the effects 

of increasing bureaucratization of the courts on the professional 

• commitment of the Judiciary at the Common Pleas level in Pennsyl

vania. I was specifically interested in answering the question: 

• 

• 

what is there in the social structure that can explain both the 

processes and their effects on the behavior of the Judiciary. 

Being an exploratory stUdY,(! conceived the most important outcome 

of the research as a "firm theoretical and substantive foundation 

on which to build future researc~';;L 
~ .,.-' 

Although the title and method of research were changed, 

the basic contributions have been achieved, and will be forthcoming 

in the completed dissertation some time in August. The reasons for 

the change were both academic and professional. 'rhe problem had 

to be reformulated in more theoretically relevant terms to satisfy n 

• the requirements of my department. but' in addition. preliminary f1'eld,~o 

work and a review of the literature made me cognizant of several 

facts: 

• 1. Since the social processes being investigated (professiorl,allza

tion and bureaucratization) are both socially organized phenomena. 

it seemed wore appropriate to use a group level analysis. This is 

• not to condemn the social-psyc.hologlcal approach, but if we are to 

have a well rounded understanding of the behavior of legal personnel. 

we need to supplement the overly psychologized view Americans tend to' 

• 

• 

hold. 

2. The JudiCial office could not be examined alOne. Initial observa .. 

tJon made very obvious the interdependency of all legal institutions 
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on the county level. Any chang'tf' In ~me part of the system was bound 

to cause change in other parts as well. In other words, I realized 

that a description of the court system as a whole must prece~e any 

worthwhile analysis of the Judicial office, and indeed was essential 

to place the nature and function of the Judiciary in proper context. 

One of the main inaccuracies in some criticisms leveled at this of-

fice ha~ been that Judicial behavior 1s treated as if it existed in 

a vacuum. This is most emphatica~ly incorr~ct and can only lead to 

, poorly tormulated policies. 

.. 3. Th.e initial research further convinced me that each of the legal 

institutions in the counties was also being effected by the same 

push toward bureaucratization. At the same time, it became evident 

• that "professionalization" and "bureaucratization" were social forms 

o 

that were subsumed by more abstract and theoretically more powerful 

concepts. 1 These concepts were further enhanced b~l the increased 

practicality they offered for use in future research both historical 

and cross-cultural, of court systems. Culture content varies through 

t,ime as well as across social systems. There 1s much greater value 

• to be obtained if dimensions used are couched in terms broad enough 

to express and incorporate the diverse methods humans have chosen 

to organize and institutionalize their dispute settlement procedures. 

'. Structural Differentiation and Structural Rigidity satisfy these re-

qUirements. 

The paradigm chosen to guide this research is that used 
2 

by Frank and Huth Young and their students. The paradigm has proved 

to be eminently successful in describing and analyzing development 

and mod~rnization patterns in rural MeXico~ protest demonstrations 

in the u.s.,4 predicting outbreaks of guerilla warfare5as well as 
6 

the distribution of land credit agencies in the Phillip1nes and 
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the loca~ion of social welfare programs in Puerto Rico. 

Their emphasis on a sociogenic explanation (as opposed to 
1\ 
I 

the psychogenic) bf institutionalized behavior leads them to utilize 

group level data, i.e., evidence produced by the interactions of.humans 
'. 

rather than personality or attitudinal data. Records, documents, 

aerial phl?tographs, telephone books. grave markers and newspapers 
Nw,/ /J:.;/,(. 

constitut~ some of the sources of dataYused~ It is the relations 

of men, l1bt the individual's inner dynamic that is the basis of 

sociolClg~,:cal analysis, and they have taken this mandate seriously. 

This aspect of the paradigm, then, satisfies criteria number one. 

Because the unit of analysis they employ is a structural 

whole. c:ommunities, societies, villages, families, street demonstra-

tions, criteria number two is also satisfied. 

In order to include the two aspects of the differentiation 

process, structural growth and articulation of subsystems with the 

national level, the Youngs defined both variables in information 

terms: Differentiation is defined asthe degree to which separate 

sectors of the structure of meanings m~intained by the community 

are institutionalized and ma.de visible by symbol or artifact. 

Rigidity is defined as the degree to which the system inhibits the· 

development of open communication structures. i.e. easy and frequent 

interaction between groups. This level of conceptualization satis-

fies criteria three. 

~SCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH: 

The counties and their courts were assumed to exhibit vary-

ing degrees of differentiation, and to maintain the characteristics 

of an open, flexible system also in varying degrees. Guttman scales 

of Differentiation and Rigidity were constructed and were correlated' 

with indices assumed to be related to the "rationality" of the sys-



tem, in particular ,~Othose elemen t~, of "jus tice" which have been 

documented as the primary goals of state and national groups. It 

was assumed that the state, and national agencies r~sponsible for 

establishing policy for, and direction to, the local groups will 

be more highly developed than county agencies, since by the very 

nature of their status, they will have had to attend to, or consider 

more diverse phenomena than the local units. This does not mean 

'" that these goals can be equated with "justice ll
, but the assumption 

• 

• 

1s that they are at least consonant with it, will include more kinds 

of interests, and that these interests will be more likely to achieve 

a more equal status at this level. "Justice" being a moral phenomena, 

cannot be measured directly. The approach used here is one alterna-

tlve. 

By ordering the counties along dimensions of Differentia

tion and Rigidity, we weTe able to obtain, not only a systemmatic 

description of their structural complexi ty. b'ut also more informed 

knowledge of the types of factors that must be considered by policy 

makers who Wish to know the probability of success of various pro-

grams. As the Youngs point out, social planners need to be able to 

judge which areas are most fruitful for their focus of attention, 
.~ 

\::-in which sectors attempted change will provide the best "payoff" 

• and which may be "wasted effort",7 .One of the chief advantages of 

• 

:. 
• 

the Young paradigm is the promise it holds for policy makers interested 

in the measuring and continued evaluation of programs. Because it 

makes use of available data, it is more economical. In addition, 

the factors chosen for analysis are those of concern to system 

. members. The researcher does not impose his concepts or modelS. 

He uses data which is naturally produced by the organization. The 

I' 
" 
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ind,lca tor~, the:~"efore, should be readily understood by insti tutiorl~d 

participants. Somewhat parenthetically, I have found that one of 

the barriers to change is the l'ncreasingly technical vocabulary and 

obtuse reporting used by social scientists in their communicatiqns 

to laymen, albeit these may be judges or attorneys who are experts 
II 

• 1n their own field. At one seminar, a judge who was particularly 

• 

interested in the report a psychiatrist had just given on a method-

ologically excellent and practically successful treatment program 

for convicted rapists. However, the judge, puzzled by the welter 

of data and scientific jargon, asked if I would please translate 

the report for him. Complaints that judges refuse to use innova-

.' tive sentencing practises are valueless if the judiciary does not 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

IIreceive" the information the s(lcial scientists are producing. 

Interdisciplinary seminars are a waste if "loss of information" 

of this type is not kept to a minimum. Fruitful exchange need, 

not include "talking down" to the lay~n, but it should be recog

nized that different audiences have not only varying skills but 

also different needs in interpreting §ometimes sophi~tlcated 

material. 

Another advantage of this type of monitoring, is that 

it allows for the indirect observation of other attributes of the 

system'. Occasional or direct measurement may create poli tical 

havoc. An example of this occured in Pennsylvania when two state 

officials spent considerable time and effort 'in conducting a survey 

of paI'ltlculat ·.uype of legal, service in the state, only to have the 

final report burled forever by adverse criticism of several county 

commissioners\ who feared the publication of the results. If .,regular-

~, ., 

, : .. ~" .. ~ 

"~ 
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ly collected data had been utilized, the state level office could 

~have evaluated the work of the county offices as a routine matter. 

A series ofvreccomendations will be included in the dissertation. 

Each county varied in characteristics at least to the 

extent that its "presentation of justics" as embodied in the legal 

• institutions differed from the "presentation of justice" in other 

counties. The effort to enforce the criminal code or adjudicate 

civil conflicts is a production of each county. which can be viewed 

• as distinct, semi-autonomous communi t.ies. Poli tical parties and 

voting apparatus are structured on the county level; some taxes are 

levied here, welfare programs and school systems, as well as some 

• highways, parks and other services. Equally important is the fact 

that the county provides a means of identification for increasing 

numbers of people emigr$;,ting from large cities. Al though it may 

• 
I·} 

eventually become obsolete as a unit of government"wlth increasing 

regionalization, the county as community is still a viable sociolog

ical concept. 

County tljudicial units tl were chosen as the unit of analysis 

primarily because they form a natural social unit that allows for 

comparison within a single state. Although preferable, comparison 

• across the United. States at this level of jurisdiction is not justi-

fied given our present state of knowledge. Variations do exist, how-

eVf3r, within the states and are sufficient for comparison. County 

• legal institutlons frequently have sharply contrasting structures 

resulting from their own historicalprocesses, form of local govern

ment type of power struc(~ure. procedural rules and customs, the nature 

~. of the recruitment base of the bar and so on. 
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The second and most powerful reason for choosing the 

county unit is that throughout the history of Anglo-American law, 

the county has been the prime source of legal services. Indeed, 

courts have been organized on the county level since the Norman Con-

quest. To this day, deeds, wills, liens, Judgements and most criminal 

actions are filed in the county offices. The cases are processed 

by county officesl Prothonotary, Sheriff, District Attorney, Proba-

tion and Parole. Except for the 6ity of Philadelphia, which has 

encompassed the entire county of Philadelphia for many years, police 

in Pennsylvanla are organized on the Township, Borough, 8ity or state 

level. For this report, therefore, they were not included. 

An additional reason for selecting this level of jurisdic-

tion is that the courts of Common Pleas have long been known as the 

"work horse" of the judicial system. Most cases brought to suit 

end here. 

I have chosen to use the term "judicial unit" to draw 

attention to l the fact that I am including offices which may not 

immediately come to mind if the term "qourt fl was used; e.g., Warden 

County Det~,ctlves, Coroner, Bar Association. I have included all 

those offices whose work is most directly concerned with the admin-

istration of justice on the county level. These cannot accurately 

be called the "court". First of all, this latter term has tradition-

ally been reserved to the judiciary alone. Secondly, those offices 

involved in adminlsteI~ing 
\ ;\ 

a rather loosefederatl,n. 

of complex organlzation~. 

the law on the county level comprise only 

They present a unique model for students 

Some are elected officials, (Judges, District 

C\ 

c, 
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Attorneys, Clerk of Court, Sheriff, Prothonotary, Recorder of Deeds, 

and H~gister of Wills). Others are appointed,(Pub11c Defender, Warden, 

Court Administrator - each by a different body). Still others are 

hired, (private counsel, probation officers, bai11ffs, tlpstavesL 

Some have duties fixed by lawl others are more autonomous. Some are 

state funded, 1~e., tr:e Judges,;others are paid by the county: Dis-

trict Attorney, Public Defender;st1l1 others by feel private counsel, 

and in some cou.nties, the Sheriff, Prothonotary, and Clerk of Court. 

Some have a major impact on the outcome of a case, others have a 

more peripheral effect. There is no central bod.y to whom all must 

r.espond; nor are they responsible to each other. Ultimately, one 

might say they all must answer to the public ih some fashion, but 

clients, peers and political officials intervene in varying degrees. 

Despite this amalgam, however, no analysis of the social 

organization of legal institutions will be meaningful if these d.is-

parate offices are not considered together. Each office contributes 

in some way to the IIfate" of all case~ entering the system; it is 

only by vtewing them as an interdependent system that we can under-

stand the resultant legal products. 

Although the use of Differentiation in this paper connotes 

institutionalization of functions, it was defined. at another level: 

the cognitive. On the operational level, what was searched for were 

configurations of interactions which had developed to the point that 

different, named functions had been assigned to new individuals and 

groups; speCialization had occured which tended to orient the individ

ual so ,assigned toward a new perspective and toward the use of new 

types of informa tlon. 'rhe deflni tion chosen spec 1fies clearly the 

'\ 
JJ 

11 
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meaning of a differentiated structure: it is capable of retreiving 

and generating information that is distinct from that normally re-

trieved and generated by other structures. 

An example of a differentiated structure in the courts can 

be seen in the role of the Court Administrator. Prior to 1960, the 

making of a court calendar. listing of cases for tri~J. hiring person

nel, making a budget. purchasing supplies or eqUipment, were among 

the non-legal tasks of judges in Pennsylvania. Since that time, one 

court after the other. established the position of Court Adloinistra

tor to handle management duties until the number of admihistrators is 

now over 30. Use of people designated as Administrator varies; some 

are actually only judge's secretaries, given minimum responsibility 

and frequently having minimum commitment to the developmen~ of their 

functions in this area. Some are part-tiloe administrators, others are 

full-time, highly complex offic~s with extensive responsibilities. 

large staff. and several deputies. A Pennsylvania state Court Ad-

ministrators' org~nization has been formed, several of these men 

have aatended training sessions at the Institute for Court Manage-

mente Discussion of recruitment standards and the proper function 

of the Administrator has been part of the agenda for Judicial and 

Bar conferences for the last several years. 

Examples of other legal functions which have displayed 

varying degrees o£ differentiation are as follows: 

1. Representation of individuals h~S expanded from hired counsel 

who handle all types of cases and all types of clients to specializa- ~ 

by area of law; e.g. taxspecialists, criminal lawyers, decedents 

estates men, and specialization by type of client; e.g., house counsel, 
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counsel for lnd.lgent clients, corporate counsel and some attorneys 

are so specialized. that they represent only franchisees. Counties 

vary in the amount of SPEl~C ial1za tion occuring among the Bar. All 

,~ounties provide for representation of clients who can pay the 

attorney's full and regular fee, most provide service for the 

indigent through Public Defender and Legal Aid offices, and a few 

counties attend to clients who earn too high an income to be eligible 

for indigent status, but not enough to pay the "going rate". The 

latter are serviced by private attorneys who volunteer to represent 

them at lower than their normal fees, or by the availability of a 

form of legal lIinsurance". 

2. Correctional agencies range from the presence of a county jail 

only, which cares for all types of prisoners and is under the super

vision of the Sheriff who handles this work in addition to his other 

assignments; to the establishment of separate facilities for adults 

juveniles and detainees, with the jail itself directed by a court

appointed warden, to detention centers, halfway houses, to the crea

tion of a Department of Corrections .. Responsibility and attention 

to probation and parole and juvenile services varies similarly but 

has not reached such a high level of complexity, 

In each of these cases, it is evident that specialization 

of dffiee facilitates the recognition by that unit of distinctions 

that can be made between types of clients or types of legal problems. 

'l'his allows, by implication, the use of more infortna tion a bout the 

phenomena being handled by the judicial ~nit. People and problems 

are less likely to be stereotyped, less likely to be treated in an 

inappropriate manner. 
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The whole history of Anglo-American law could be viewed 

as the process of elaboration of elementary structures of IImediatlon" 

(using Simmel's term for this particular social "form"). The basic 

unit consists of the mediator and the parties in dispute. In the 

earliest records, the community en masse often assumed the combined 

role of adjudicative, investigative, enforcing and sanctioning unit. 

Specialization, separation, and institutionalization of the various 

elements of the proceSf) of meting out" justice" occured over time. 

"Sheriff': I/Coroner u , "ClerIc of Court II are res idual ti tIes of off ices 

whose functions have evol~ed into far different forln than that held 

in the 11th Century when a toherent system of law began to take shape 

in England. Some offices have maintained a greater similarity to 

their original function, while other, entirely new ones have appeared. 

Judge and jury would be an example of the former. while the public 

prosecutor (the District Attorney lp the U.S.) and the polic& system 

are new. More recently, the lcinds of ela boratl.on which have occured. 

in the U.S., in addition to those already discuss~d are County Crime 

Laboratories, County Detectives, Bar Associations. and v'olunteer citi .. 

zens groups involved in prisoner rehabilitation or pr~)bation programs. 

As the various offices and functions of the judicial unit 

tend toward increasing complexity, another aspect of the developmen-

tal process may be seen at work. Simultaneous pressures tow~rd the 

segregation of the specialized offices as well as integration of the 

unit as a whole, occur which can be measured on the dimension the 

Young's have termed Rigidity. As each of the functions becomes dlffer-
, 

entlated, i.e., increases the diversity and complexity of the informa-

available, tendencies toward both the development of a focused 4efln1-
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tion of the s1 t.uat1on by each of the offices and toward articulation 

with the structure of meanings of the system as a whole are present 

in varying degrees. Needless to add, these are not always congruent, 

so that barriers between groups within the system and between the sys

tem itself and the larger society may develop, It is the development 

.O' of these barriers that the variable R1gidi ty measures. The interest 

in "openfl cOllllllunica tion s tlvuctures between the unit and its environ-

ment or any of the sUb-systems with other parts of the system, is 

'. in the free flow of information, a condition under which the most 

rapid change may occur. It is under such cond1tions that the inter-

ests of various elements in the system have the greatest opportunity 

.of being incorporated into the system. By preventing the monopoliza

tion of infJormation, or allowing access to groups or their meanings 

structures on bases that are not determined by social class, prestige, 

or power, for example, more information that is being generated~and 

retrieved by the differentiated structures is put to use by the system. 

"Open" structures in Mf,lcCannell' s terms i,ncrease the "capac! ty of 

• the system to turn diverse outcomes of' interaction and communication 

back into coherent situational focus, growth and development. u 8 

Flexible (the obverse of Rigid) communication structures can 

• also be viewed as allowing for frequent interaction or exchange of lnfo~

mation without the restrictions of bias: indigent defendants would re-

ceive the services of an attorney at preliminary hearings as often as 

• paying defendants; without the abuse of power & inquiries or requests 

for- se~ylces by an attorney would receive the same attention and care 

by, the Clerk of Court or Prothonotary's office, rather than good ser-

• vices only to those who pay a "little somethingfl to receive such care. 

• 
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Rules. of Discovery, for example, might be used in a study 

of this type across states, as an indicator of Rigidity. Pennsyl

vania has limited pre-trial discovery in criminal CBses. Other states 

Other states have less restr1cted rules. Vermont has almost unlimited 

discovery. We would say then, that Vermont has a less rigid legal 

• structure thun Pennsylvanvania, to the extent that pre-trial discovery 

Can be v1ewed aSI 1.) Supporting the principle that the duty of· the 

D1strict Attorney is NOT to "Convict at all costs", but instead to 

• present the facts and let the facts determine the outcome of a case. 

Keeping evidence and witnesses secret until trial const1tutes "surprise" 

and a disadvantage to defense counsel, and thereby weakens the defen-

• case. 2.) Any exchange of information of this type by BOTH defense 

and District Attorney prior to trial can be held to eliminate weak 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

points on both sides, or narrow the specific areas in which argument 

between the two parties can take placer in other words, it allows 

fo~ simplification of the eventual trial and concentration on more 

purely legal issues. 

An'instance in which Rigidity can b~"observed in county 

judicial units, is the control of the "trial list" by the prosecu

tor's office. In this example, the kind of .power he exerts by virtue 

of his status ln the system, is used to block or shield the kind of 

information needed from reaching the judge or court administrator •• 

In some cases, it may be the quality of·the work. or organization. of 

the various offlces: Public Defender, District Attorney, Police De-

partments. etc. Or lt might prevent recognition of the influx of 

increasing numbers of new types of legal ·problems. The prosecutor 

can be viewed as a kind of "gate-keeper" who determines which cases 

will receive what kinds of treatment. At the same tlme there is no 

monitoring mechanism ln the system to make certain this office 1s 

Ii 
. J1 
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treating all of the same kinds of cases equally. 

In such counties, the District Attorney is able to decide 

which cases from those listed as ,"ready" by the Clerk of Court, will 

be heard that day or that trial term. He schedules his good case\~, 

postpones the cases he is likely to lose. He does this in spite of 

the fact that this procedure often operates to the disadvantage of 

defense counsel to have cases heard out of the order in which they 

were listed. In these events, th~ Pub11~ Defender (more often than 

private counsel) will be in an unequal pos i tion. '1'he Public Defender I. 
I does not ha~e the recognition or prestige of the District Attorney's 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

office. For this reason, he does not have the type of staff or 

resources available to him that the prosecutor hasl e.g. special rela

tionship with District Justices (who often use the prosecutor's office 

as their source of legal "news"), easy access to police files or data, ..... 
detectives, the F.B.I., crime labs, etc. The Public Defender, then, 

is unable to both present or utilize the kind of information he might 

consider important. 

Rigidity, however, is not necessarily to be considered as 

irrational behavior, or a delict of the system. As MacCannell has 

demonstrated, it is a positive, independently operating dimension 
q 10 

of social structure. Barth has shown that boundary maintainance 

(which is one' aspect of Higidity) 'by ethnic groups provides 1dentity 

and. contlnui ty for these groups. It does this partially by determlni.ng 

whlch soclal facts will be made relevant in any particular interaction 

with members of outside groups. It is a form of assurance that inter-

action with dominant groups in Barth's illustration, will proceed 

with relative stability, If, however, structures should make use 

of finan-social" factors such as power or prestige, then constraints 
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will have been placed on the realization of structural tendencies. 

This is an inhibiting of natural growth and utilization of informa

tion that may be vitally needed by the institution, information that 

may be essential if the institution is to adapt to its social environ 

ment without the threat of eventual ahd potentially serious disruptiori. 
r··~1 

• I t is also true that some parts of the system may heed to be '- ... 

shielded or insulated from "confrontation or modification tl
•
ll 

Judges 

legislators, leaders of various organizations cannot be so open to 

• the public or to particular kinds of information, that they become 

subject to every whim and pressure of the citizenry, or as in the 

case of Watergate, to pressures of one area of responsibl-ity to the 

• exclusion of all others. If this insulation is too general, or based 

on non-social factors, a rigid structure results. 

Although it might be the preferred strategy in a comparison 

across states; in this study, Rules. of Court could not be used as 

indicators of planned, intentional, "canalizing" of communication 

structures. All counties have adopted the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 

• Hules with few and very minor variations. Supreme Court rules are 

• 

• 

not so finely drawn, however, and counties have some leeway in methods 

they choose to implement the procedures set down by tho higher court. 

The specific variations in procedures used by the local courts are 

not set down in printed form, but it was possible to order counties 

by noting the presence or absence of variOUS "rigid" structures. 

Although other measures were used,two structures which 

should be examined in futUre research for these t.endencies :are: 

1.) Political monopoly of jobs obtained anywhere in the judic1al 

• uni t by anyone pol1 tical pk'rty, as well as the proportion of young. 

• 
• ,~ '¢ 

~ '< i:, ,!.... "",,' .'it Y·". 
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attorneys in the Bar. In these caGes, if information that is favorable 
'I' 

to the policies of o1"11y one party or one age group is allowed to 

penetrate the system to the exclusion of the other, information 

that is contrary to, or critical of, current policies cannot be 

-received" by the system. 

2.) The type of form, or method used to notify concerned individuals 

of upcoming legal proceedings needs investigation; Courts vary in 

type of notification systems that'are utili~ed. Some use methods 

that convey minimum inforl~tion, it is ambiguous or it is not sent 

to all parties needing the information. In cases of this type, there 

is greater likelihood that some person essential to the proceedings 

will not be present, or in some cases, the wrong proceedings will 

be scheduled, e.g., a hearing instead of a tr1al, with each side 

antiCipating different occurences on the date specified. / 

ME'rHOD 

Rather than sample counties, each of the 67 were 1ncluded 

in the research. It was felt that the variation thus obtained m1ght 

• have been crucial to the analysis, 1n addition to the basic premise 

of this paradigm that the whole of the community, or society must 

be conSidered. 

• A combination of techniques were utilized to obtain data. 

Although participant observation and in-depth interviews were used, 

non-reactive measures were preferred data: records, repo~ts, documents. 

• Participant observation included attendance at judicial and bar seminars, 

accompanying various legal personnel through portions of their day, 

as well as observations in the courtroom. In some cases, one or two 

• page questionnaires were sent to key informants to obtain data not 

available elsewhere: Secretaries of the Bar Associations of the Counties, 

fhe District Attorneys and Public Defenders as well as to each of 

the Judges. 
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The data thus obtained was used to construct twelve Guttman 

sub·scales of Differentiation (8) and Rigidity (4). Guttman scaling 

was chosen for several reasons. As Ypung and Mac Cannel~ point out, 

"the development of an adequate approach to structural differentiation. 
12 I) 

has been tied q ul te closely to Guttman scaling". Freeman and Winch. 
14 15 

Hassenger, Schwartz and Miller, among others have used it. The two 

most important features of thls methodological technique arel 1.) It 

allows for the most direct measurement of social organization and 

• 2.) it assures us of the uhidimensionality of the variable chosen. 

In this case, the judicial units are a new area for research and it 

is particularly important that the researcher limit the number of 

• assumptions and preconceptions he may be tempted to borrow from 

other intitutional or organizational analyses. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

sChlegel16 gives a most succirct. description I 

"Guttman scaling ls a means of transforming qua11tative 
data into an ordinal numerical scale. Although not re
strict~d to d1chotomous (two-category) items, these are 
the most commonly used in practise, and attent10n here 
will be restricted to themo In more formal terms, a Gutt
man scale is a method for testing whether a series of quali
tative items belong to a single dimension. A perfect scale 
yields a rank ordering of cases (individuals. counties, 
nations or whatever the mt1ts of analysis) on the bas1s 
of their possession of attributes or lnsti tutions whi.ch 
are themselves ranged from "low' to 'high', or .from ,less 
to more 'extreme' on a presumed underlying continuum. The 
presumption of unidlmensionality derives from the cumula
tive nature of the arrangement of items. (See Table 1) 
That is, a higher scale score implies not only that the 
case in question possesses more of the scale attributes 
than cases ranking below it. in addition, it 1ndicates 
that cases w1th h1gher scores possess all the attributes of 
cases with lower scores, and one or more in add1tion. In 
the'perfect case, al illustrated in Table 1, the score alone 
tells us not only how many of the items are present for a 
given case, but also exactly which ones." 
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Table 1. The Perfect Guttman Scale 

Item§-'''' 
Case ID A ;B C 0 E F Scores 

1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
2 1 1 1 1 1 0 5 
3 1 1. 1 1 0 0 4 
4 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
5 1 1 0 0 0: 0 2 
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

By allowing the treatment of essentially qualitative data, 

gS ordinal, we avoid less satisfactory alternatives. A typology 

could be constructed but would be less precise and give less informa-

tion about the system. It also avoids the necessity of utilizing only 

interval data, and thereby limiting the results, or possibly forcing 

the assignment of potentially spurious numerical values to non-quan-

titative data. 

The offices and institutions about whom this data was or-

ganlzed werel the Judiciary, District Attorney's office, Court Admin

istrator, Law Library, County Jail, Bar Association, Legal Services 

to the Indigent, and the Political Competitiveness of the two major 

part~es. : Coefficients of Scalability ranged from .74 to .97. which 

puts them well within the range of acceptiblllty, i.e. they fill the 

criterion of approaching the ideal pattern. 

The intercorrelation matrices in Table 2 and 3 shows the 

relatively high intercor:r:ela tions among the scales, thereby supplying 

evidence that we are indeed dealing with a single dimension o as well 

as incidentally demonstrating that the various sub-systems 1n the 

judicial unit do indeed exhibit the properties of a system. 
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Table 21 Matrix of Tau Correlations Between the 
Sub-scales of Differentiation 

1. 2. 3. 4 5. 60 

1. La..~ L1 brary x .46 .64 .39 .55 .72 

2. County Jail x .63 .44 .59 .58 

3e Bar Association x 046 .63 069 

4~ Legal Services x .49 .46 
. , 

5. 
.. 

.74 District Attorney x 

6. Judicial Office x 

[,able 31 MAtrix of Tau Correlations Between the 
Sub-scales of Flexibility~Rigidity 

1. 2 • 3. 

JUdicial. Flexibility x • 60 .16 

Bar Association Flexi-
bility x .32 

Political Competition x 

Cotirt Administrator Flexibility Scale was eliminated since it 
was based on only the 25 counties having Court Administrators. 

" , 

-, 
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From the pool of items used to construct the sub-scales, 

two general scales, one of Differentiation and one of Rigidity were 

constructed. They correlate at .70 tau. 

STEPS 

1. 

J. 

4. 

~o 

6. 

7. 

Table 4: General Differentiation Scale 

ITEMS 

Bar Association is active: i.e., gen
eral membership meetings'"are held reg
ularly. 

Single County Court; i.e., County does 
not share Court with another county. 

Law Librarian present, i.e., individual 

ERRORS 

o 

1 

named to care for Law Library 1 

Legal Aid Committee established by Coun-
ty Bar Association. 7 

Court Administrator present, i.e. Judge 
is not the Court Administrator. 5 

separate facilities provided for Juv-
enile Detention. 2 

Legal Secretaries Association active 
in County. 1 

Crime Lab maintained by County. 3 

Coefficient of Scalability = 

PERCENT 
DISCRIIHNATION 

.92 

.89 

.77 

.. 65 

.47 

.34 

.14 

.07 
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Table 51 General Scale of Flexib11ity-Rigidity 

STEPS ITEMS 

1. Unlimited number of visits permitted in County 
Jail. 

2. Both parties field Judicial candidates in most 
elections since 19J91 i.e. voters are given a 
real choice of candidates since there is no 
cross-filing in these elections. 

J. Probation Office receives Grant-in-aid from 
State for improvement o~ off~ce. 

4. Public Defender determines criteria for re
cipients of services. 

50 County jail keeps a Social History of inmates. 

6. Court Administrator prepares Civil Trial List. 

7. Minority party wins District Attorneyfs office. 

8. Bench and Bar Conferences are held in County. 

Coefficient of Scalability = . 

FINDINGS 

ERRORS 
PERCENT 

DISCRIMINAT' 

The intercorrelation of the two general scales 1s h1gher 

than had been anticipated, but an examination of the positions of 

the counties when ranked in order from High Differentiation /H1gh 

Rig1d1ty, Low Differentiat1on/Low Rig1d1ty, or M1ddle ranks of both 

Different1ation and Rigidity shows that most counties fall 1n the 

midddle ranges. Only 16 are ei ther High/H1gh o.r Low/Low. and only 
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one had High Differentiation/Low Rigidity. This was Lancaster County 

which 1s highly agrioultural and heavily populated with Amish folk. 

Despite the faot that the nature of the two variables assumes 

some minimum oorrelation, the high regularity present in Pennsylvania 

legal institutions deserves some explanation. 

1.) The structure of the law lends itself to orderly, very gradual 

change. 8upreme Court deoisions, Bar Association aotivities on both 

the state and national level ensure both consisten and continuous 

monitoring of the system for flagrant episodes of lagging, at the 
J 

;( 
vrlry leas t. We would of course, have to compare Pennsylvania with 

other states to determine its relatlve level in regard to national 

trends. However, lt can be assumed that since Pennsylvania legal 

systems have traditionally been in the forefront regarding innova-

t ions, 1 t pro ba bly has r-lO t s trayec~ too far from the national norm 

(norm, 1.e., ln the sense of expected, prescribed behavior; not the 

statistically average). It may very well be that other institutions 

in Pennsylvania would not exhibit this regularity, but those questions 

are beyond the purvue of this paper. 

2.) The nature of legal work itself would also encourage the level 

of oommunioa tions to flkeep up" with the sy sterns' d.ifferentia t ions. 

The very role of lawyer, as the interpretor of a complex code for 

the laym~n, depends on the amount of information to whioh he has ao-

cess. As oounties beoome more differentiated, orimes increase, more 

types of business aotivity are found, governloental structure itself 

becomes more complex.. To handle the increase in both volume and 

complexity of legal issues, the bar of a county must beoome attentive 
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to greater numbers of statutes, cQurt policies, precedents, and trends 

in the law than was necessary when the county was less differentiated. 

In order to fulfill their functions, attorneys must have not only 
'.' 

greater access to the information itself, but also to other subsys-

tems which ei ther control "news"( the Judge, Court Administrator or 

County Detective, e.g.) or which facilitate the broadcasting of news 

(the Law Library, Bar Association continuing education programs, e.g.) 

).) Despite its alsmost stagnant economy and "old." settlement pattern, Ii 

the aevel of differentiation of Pennsylvania legal institutions may 

be raised as a result of the state's geographical position on the 

East Coast of the United, Statesl situated as, it is between Washington 

and New York, one the headquarters of governmental agencies, the other 

the most complex metropolitan area on the continent. "Spillovers of 

populations, market ac'cessibility as well as a high number of long 

established institutional networks which were part of earlier growth 

when this area was developing at a faster rate, all are factors which 

created a fairly high initial level of differentiation. 

4.) In addition to the fact that the structure of law encourages 

some minimal level of F'lexibility, the events of the 1960's have 

probably made their impact felt in Pennsylvania by 1971 (the year 

for which data was collected). rI'he "civil rights revolution" of the 

Warren Court, the fear of riots and increasing violent crime undoubted

ly convinced many governmental systems (at all levels) that more at-

tent ion was due the courts. Not only were grants from Washington 

made available to local groups, but even county commissioners and 

controllers were forced to finance new programs from county funds. 
,( 

Recognizing that they faced potential lawsul ts by the U., S. Govern-
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ment, ftewly ~conscious'l publics, or the court§ themselves, the mbney 

for Public Defenders, computerized information systems, legal aid 

clinics, etc., was quickly found, albeit frequently reluctantly. 

When the two general scales were correlated with a serlies 

of indices obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau, the F.B.I. Uniform 

.' Crime Reports, and the Pennsylvania Governor's Justice Commission, 

some interesting patterns emerged . Although the dissertation will 
.. 

cover the patterns of predictions in great detail, this report will 

• merely indicate by •. .:.leveral examples the type of eAplanation and ano.ly

sis generated by this type of research. 

Differentiation, or the capacity of the system to process 

'. information, predicts, among other things, the lapse of time from 

arrest to sentencing (for convictions). A correlation of 0,35 te'.l, 

diminishes someWhat, to .25 tau, when controlled for Flexibility. 

but still remains a viable figure. 'rhe correlation is positive, 

meaning that the more differentiated the county, the lon~er the pro-

cess from arrest to sentenCe. rrhis finding makes sense when we recog-

'. nize that differentiated systems are receiving more information in 

regard. to each case, probably in the form of more fDequent preliminary 

motions, on the part of defense counsel and relatively more time spent 

• lnv,stigating cases by both defense and prosecution. In less differ

entiated counties, both District Attorneys and Public Defenders (as 

• 

• 

• 

well as private counsel) more frequently run one-man offices. thus 

requiring them to handle all!trials, hearings, grand jury presentments 

and the investigation of cases. This leaves less time for in depth 

attention to any specifc case other than politically charged cases 
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or especially newsworth crimes. It is also a fact that less differ

entiated counties depend on m6re inforlool means of settling legal 

issues which would be presented in the form of pr~ll~lnary hearings :/ 

in more differentiated counties. 

On the other hand, it may be that the differentia.ted system 

is also receiving more information than it needs about counsel, which 

also leads to delay. Relatively few private attorneys handle the 

bulk of criminal cases in highly differentiated counties o It has 

been estimated that over 50,% of all criminal cases in Philadelphia 

are handled by 15 attorneys. 'rhe number of hours one man can physically 

spend in the courtroom are limited so that their preoccupation with 

earlier trials delays new cases, mostly through the use of continu-

ances. This fact apparantly reached its zen1th in Philadelph1a 1n 

1973. when the court was forced to assign the use of an ent1re court

room and the service of several District Attorneys to the trials of 

one attorney's overwhelming backlog. for several monthi. At the out- wi 
i/ 

set of the program. he had over 100 fel.ony trials listed as well as 

numerous smaller matters, and several appeals to, superior courts. 

Although this 1s admittedly an extreme instance, many delays are OCa 

casioned by the 1nept schedu11ng of overburdened criminal lawyers. 

Perhaps the tactic employed In the Ontar10 Province Courts 1s *orth 

consideration. If counsel 1s too busy to handle his cases with d1spatch 

(wh1ch includes prompt return of,c11ent's phone calls as well as not ~ 

requesting ~njust1f1ed continuances), the rules of court specify that 

he may not take a new case until those he currently has, are completed. 
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The rate at which Juveniles are processed, and at which 

adults are sentenced to either state or county prisons rather than 

g1ven probation, suspended sentence or fined, is also predicted by 

01fferentiation o There is no theoretical reason to believe that. 

more differentiated communities react more sensitively to injuries 

done by criminals thereby necessitating more severe sanctions. In 

fact, the :recent publication on Unreported Crime indicates that Phila

delphia as well as many other larg~ cities have fair~y high rates 

of cr(\~') which are never brought to the attention of the police, 

1ndicating a rather inured attitude. However, it could be the case 

that while more differentiated areas are not more sensitive to each 

part1cular offense, they are more frightened by the sheer numbers 

of crimes reported daily 1n the press, on radio and T.V. Th1s cover

age is reinforoed by the rhetoric of politicians seeking office on 

the premise that their party will "rid the streets of crime". 

Another factor to be considered here,is the possibility 

that with 1ncreased investigation, comb1ned with the huge backlogs 

of the courts, District Attorneys wil~ only process those cases which 

they feel more certain will eventuate 1n jail sentences, thereby 

lowering the risk of "wasted" time and energy for his office. This 

would then inflate the percentages in differenttiated counties in 

comparison with the less populated, less complex count1es. 

In addition to pred1cting various county characteristics 

(% of population over 65, % 'of populatiori~hich is foreign born, 

Number of Colleges, % of families on Public Assistance e.g.) the 

Flex~b1l1ty-Rlg1d1ty variable also predicted the % of Guilty Pleas 
,r 
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by all defendants processed, the number of convictions per 100,000, 

the number of decisions which are reversed, as well as many other 

variables of interest to those in the administration of justice. 

That Flexibility-Rigidity should be related to the percen-

tages of all defendants who plead guilty, should come as no surprise, 

(Correlation 1.s ~.J2 tau). There is no correlation, however, with 

differentiation (-.02. with controls for Flexibility). It .would 

seem that the extent of specialization (i.e. a greater likelihood 

of criminal ;Law specialists, County Detectives, a Crime Lab) in the 

sense that more specific information is being gathered, and processed, 

does not effect the number of times or the percentages of individuals 

who choose to plead guilty. The two factors, differentiation and 

percentage pleading guilty, are independent of each other. Neither 0 

the availability of more information, or its lack, will effect the 

pleading of guilty, whereas the openness of the structure to alterna-

tive ideas or arguments does. Apparantly, the more flexible the 

county, the more likely the individual will seek. some form of commun-

ity decision regarding his guilt. He ,will not waive a trial either 

by Judge or Jury or admit to some or all of the charges. This woul 

seem to indicate that counties with more open communications structures 

are~more likely to allow the various factors that impinge on any 

individual's guilt to be aired, to be weighed in some fashion. It 

hardly seems possible that less flexible counties haveOmore defendants 

who feel guilty and thus plead so. It may be that defendants and their 

counsel are also able to read better. the cues given by the various 

sub-sectors as to the h'! reaction to defense tactics or pos1 tlon. 

This aids in making a more correct decision regarding the advisability 

o 
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of risking a trial. There is evidence from interviews with attorney~ in 

some counties that Judges will suggest in various ways that if the 

defendant is willing to save the county the expense (in time and 

money) of a trial, he is less likely to receive the maximum sentence, 

On the other hand, should the defendant choose a trial but be found 

• guilty, the Judge will show no mercy in sentencing. Although this 

practise is contrary to legal rules as well as judicial ethics, it .. 
seems to happen with some regularity. It would be this type of prac-

• tise t then, that we would expect to find more frequently in less 

flexible counties. 

The higher number of reversals on appeals to the superior 

• courts of Pennsylvania, in less flexible counties (.40 tau), further 

demonstrates that Flexibility-Rigidity variable 1s indeed dealing 

with intercommunication of systems as well as individuals. As a 

• policy, most superior courts in the U.S. prefer to leave the decision 

of the~lower court undisturbed if at all possible. However, state 

• 

• 

• 

appeals courts must also respond to statewide as well as Federal or 

U.S. Supreme Cpurt rulings. If the Court of Common Pleas had been 

demonstrably negligent of these standards or has chosen to accept 

ineffective (from the superior court's point of view) arguments of 

counsel which are counter to precedent, the appeals courts are forced 

to reverse. Courts whose personnel do not stay current with their 

reading of recent superior court decisions at all levels, or who 

have allowed standards of conduct in the courtroom to stray too far 

from state or national guidelines will be reversed. This applies 

to counsel as well as jud~es. They would be those members of the 

system who hd~e attended to other features of their office to the 

ij 
I, 

II 
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• neglect of these links with the rest of the social milieu in which 

their court exists. 

• SUMMARY, 

Conclusions and pratical reccomendations will be included 

in the dissertation; Any specific suggestions made at this moment 

• would be tenta ti ve and should at-Tai t final analys is of the data. 

It should be noted however, that use of this research model 

allows for the measurement, ~ummar1za.tion, and detailed analysis of 

• C? 

many features of the Judicial system wh1ch have previously been thought 

to be unmeasurable, or which have been blamed on persona11ty faults 

or ideological positions of individuals in the system. These may 

• very well be factors needing investigation, but to neglect the purely 

social, i.e. structural effects, is both wasteful and dangerous to 

future policies. As this research shows, the paradigm allows sys-

• temazation of myriad types of information, much of it qualitative 

that the legal'systems regularly produce for their own use. With . 
. :--:::::::-:- ---::-

a minimum of additional information and systematic collection in a 

• conv.enlent central location of reams of other data sitting unorganized, 

and unat.ialyzed in county courthouses throughout the state, much more 

prec~se instruments can be constructed on a routine basis. by members 

• of the legal institutions themselves. With a minimum of explanation, 

policy makers on the local level can be taught to utilize the classi

fications and statistics resulting from the research to, guage their 

• own county's posi tion vis-a-vis local goals as well as state or national 

standards. The point is, there is no need for expensive or elaborate 

information retrieval systems to be instal.led statewide. [This of 

• course is not to say that metropolitan courts do not need new and 

specialized methods of communication between segments of the court. 

• 

,., \ 
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What I am suggesting is that the development of law and legal insti

tutions can be monitored adequately with the information already on 

hand, and much more efficiently with only slight modifications or 

~ additions. 

There are of course, many research projects suggested by 

the successful completion of this one. The first, a,detailed analysis 
,. 

of the Judicial office, can be completed with little additional re-

search becaUse of the volume of information collected in connection 

witp this study. One other important project is a comparison of 

county units across the 50 states, using Rules of Court as additional 

sources of data. 
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CORru~LATES OF RLEXIBILITY-RIGIDITY 

X<~E>1ffor
ent1at10n 
w1th Flex1-
b111ty con
trolled 

/, X Flex1-
b111ty with 
D1ffer'ent1a
t10n con
trolled 

, ,\ 

D1ffer
entiat10n 
(no con
trols) 

Flex1,
b111ty 
(no con.". ,i 

trols) 
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1. Population Size 

2. % Unemployed 

J. Total Revenue collected 
at County level, per 
capita 

4. Total number of cases of 
all kinds processed thru 
Court system 

X Differ
entiation 
with Flexi
bility con
trolled 

.59 

-.21 

.29 

.~3 

50 % of all Juveniles process-
ed thru Court system .55 

6. Rate of Prisoners sentenced 
to State facility .11 

7. Rate of Prisoners sentenced 
to County facility .36 

B. %oof all crime = crimes 
against property 

• Length of time'D.A. has 
held office 

-.33 

.21 

10. Civil cases disposed .50 

11. Criminal Inventory (l.e. 
backlog) .55 

12. Rate of trials as compared 
to the total number of 
cases entering the system .17 

13. Number of Civil Jury trials 
as compared~to all Civil 
cases praecipe& -.23 

Gu1lty Pleas by Public 
Defenders as compared to all 
Guilty Pleas .18 

Number of Arbitrations as 
compared to Number of 
tr1a1s 

• Average time lapse between 
arrest and sentence (for .25 
convictions 

C, I 

XPlexi-
bility with 
Differentia
tion con
trolled 

.35 

.00 

.1:1 

.28 

.20 

.00 

-.02 

-.18 

.11 

.28 

'.21 

.02 

-.00 

.09 

.00 

.17 

Differ
entiation 
(no con
trols) 

.76 

-.23 

.29 

.64 

.70 

.14 

.39 

-.48 

.41 

.60 

.66 

024 

.10 

Flexi
bility 
(no cQn
troIs) 

.60 

-.10 

.42 

.55 

.56 

.08 

.22 

-.36 

.28 

.54 

.48 

.24 

-.27 

.29 

.26 

.27 
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ing their investigations. In this sense, chemistry 1s the 
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